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May 4, 2022
 
Dear Lumberjacks, 
 
I write to you today to celebrate the end of the semester and to thank you all for giving me
an incredible first year as president of NAU. I'm so proud and inspired by the important
work taking place at our university every day, fueled by our faculty, staff, students, and an
engaged community of supporters near and far.

  
The fall semester was exciting, but the spring semester set the bar of success even
higher with so many accomplishments and achievements. From the release of our
strategic roadmap, NAU 2025 – Elevating Excellence, transformative investments in
our mission, and ground-breaking changes to our admissions and pricing strategies
that power Access2Excellence, to people-first investments in our NAU community,
dominance by Lumberjack athletics, and the inspiring successes and achievements of
our students.  I can’t even begin to name them all.

  
I planned to release a three-minute Top 10(ish) video to commemorate some of my
favorite achievements of the spring. So much has happened that it ended up being a little
over three minutes…OK, maybe more than just a little bit over. Sorry, but there is just too
much good stuff! Click the image below and see for yourself.

  

Once again, congratulations to our graduates, and my sincere thanks to our amazing
faculty and staff who have helped them reach this achievement. I cannot wait to see you
in the Skydome to celebrate!
 

https://view.s7.exacttarget.com/?qs=bb6cf68a6b6a7f21b13e42f521c5295b5b2007dfad239eda40a10178a6aebf1812abc6cd49c03aa8c41de73cc536b3d67fd6a8e1facfaf6360c85eda3b3304391b337f10c1cfa16194595f38c358af7a
https://cl.s7.exct.net/?qs=3ddc712460a292dde139f42875294be13e2eb8227e3874b9e833c7e215a5cb3e7687e1d04088c2610f3df7a941ed3588c75103710a313be6
https://cl.s7.exct.net/?qs=3ddc712460a292ddf5923b441f451607510febf5b6328304ac35a3f94fb7e47909e9fcb40c68fab7f21e96364e27dd1f0d9004f41978c22b
https://cl.s7.exct.net/?qs=3ddc712460a292dd4ad16385d07162ac86195630b011c3dab4bbf32e5e043e2034c673f8cadafdf169cd0f74c23401086c5976b179358ea3
https://cl.s7.exct.net/?qs=3ddc712460a292dd31169b1080f675a08322ed7be8299333147f95818d1e9e6a42682962a3e497d2bc9b7c261a64dbbf04cb76407b343b1e
https://cl.s7.exct.net/?qs=3ddc712460a292dd9b7514d1e7b17ede0b8220de5ba04b476a6efd8bdfe1d894d5cd6eebe45b4e9b6da933d01d217dd9d4e7741eea3ae74f
https://cl.s7.exct.net/?qs=3ddc712460a292ddb109c49a623ca660011cf25f1f861ed992b162a232a6bbadd0ead303de83b5d0a9ee7f42c62bf8c1c6008786b10387a2
https://cl.s7.exct.net/?qs=3ddc712460a292dd0b58737b3ba1e52bab29c4fd79af0e71731547711e4451ad3ed7687399c27dec22eb123a01b8764a3c88becc2d94cf28
https://cl.s7.exct.net/?qs=3ddc712460a292dd76ea7f0952dbeef09c0dde58f7e9fc2a59c1a0ac007fbdeda23dff0b30dba34113402f3c58135d0baaeb3d35d46d5870


Please enjoy the best of summer—vacations; time with friends, family, and pets; a little
rest and a lot of fun; and, of course, True Blue Fridays!  
 
I look forward to being all together again in the fall as we continue to elevate excellence
and realize the bold and boundless opportunities before us.
 
Go Jacks!
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